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IAAF approve applications from 33 Russian athletes to compete neutrally at
youth championships
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A total of 58 Russians have been given permission to compete as authorised neutral athletes
in 2018   

By Michael Pavitt for Inside the Games website, June 23, 2018   The International Association of
Athletics Federations (IAAF) have announced a further 33 Russian athletes have been approved to
compete as neutrals.  The governing body stated that 58 Russians have now been declared eligible
in 2018, with a further 44 applications denied. In December 2016, the IAAF allowed Russian athletes
who met specific anti-doping criteria to compete at events as neutrals, following the suspension of
the Russian Athletics Federation (RusAF) in November 2015. This came after the World Anti-Doping
Agency's (WADA) Independent Commission uncovered widespread doping offences in Russian track
and field. A simplified application process for athletes to apply was launched in December 2017, with
the IAAF stating they have received 182 applications to date. The governing body say that they will
only make further announcements when decisions are reached by their doping review board, which
consists of Robert Hersh, Sylvia Barlag and Antti Pihlakoski. Oleg Braiko, Viktoriya Gorlova, Maria
Kochanova and Elena Kulichenko, who compete in jumping events, have been approved to compete
neutrally at both the World Under-20 Championships and European Under-18 Championships. Field
athletes Diana Adasko, Ilya Dolbin, Aleksei Fadeev, Aksana Gatauillina, Aleksei Kislitsa, Polina
Knoroz, Nikolay Orlov, Anastasiia Shkuratova, and Valentina Ulianova will be able to compete at the
World Under-20 Championships. Combined event athletes Elizaveta Kamenets and Stepan Kekin,
sprinter Polina Miller, and 400 metres hurdles competitors Alina Sharkova and Olga Viktorova, are
also able to compete at the Championships. The Championships are set to take place in Tampere in
Finland from July 10 to 15.   [&hellip;] https://www.insidethegames.biz/article ...
ly-at-youth-championships
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